Issue 180, 26 April 2013

Lest we forget
As we gathered at dawn services and Anzac Day marches across the country yesterday to honour the
men and women who served this nation, it's a timely reminder for investors to not forget the lessons of
history as well.
Markets don't rise forever, people's memories are short and this time is never different. The fall of the
gold price is certainly a good case in point. It was never going to go on forever and a fall was most
definitely due. But that doesn't mean that gold companies should be written off entirely. In today's
Switzer Super Report, James Dunn takes a look at companies in this sector and finds that some - like
Regis and Ramelius Resources - could be good value at these prices.
Primary Healthcare is another company that has learnt its history lesson, after a very expensive
acquisition. Roger Montgomery explains how that happened and where the value lies now.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Primary Healthcare learns from history
by Roger Montgomery
One investment theme that appeals to us is
healthcare: as Australia’s large generation of baby
boomers ages, demand for health care services in
Australia seems poised for steady growth. Also, the
baby boomer generation has accumulated wealth
through generally favourable economic conditions,
and has benefited from strong growth in residential
property prices. This is a generation that can afford to
keep itself well maintained into old age.
The opportunity
Primary Healthcare (PRY) is one of the companies
positioned to assist with that maintenance. PRY’s
main businesses include the operation of medical
centres, pathology services, and diagnostic imaging.
It also has a smaller medical technology division,
which provides IT and software to the healthcare
industry.For the first half of FY13, PRY delivered
strong growth across a range of financial metrics,
driven by improving performance from all four
operating divisions. This consistent improvement is
an encouraging sign for the future prospects of the
business. However, an investment case needs to be
founded on absolute value, not just improvement. It is
here that the analysis gets a little more challenging.
The history
The challenges in analysing PRY largely flow from its
ill-timed acquisition of Symbion Health in early 2008.
With the GFC just getting into its stride, PRY acquired
Symbion in March 2008 for $3.5 billion, implying a
multiple of more than 20 times EBITDA. It funded this
acquisition with equity and a large slice of debt that
left its balance sheet stretched, and in need of

As the GFC got into full swing, debt became poison,
divesting assets at attractive prices became difficult,
and a nervous consumer market meant that PRY got
squeezed from all angles. The end result was
wholesale destruction of shareholder value, and
long-term pain for PRY shareholders.
Fast forward to today, and PRY has been working its
way through the problems created by the Symbion
acquisition. However, deep scars remain: the share
price is still well below its pre-Symbion level, the
balance sheet is dominated by acquisition goodwill
(which depresses its reported return on equity), and
debt – while reduced – is still a big part of the capital
structure. A simple analysis of these numbers
indicates a business with poor economics, a weak
capital position and a dismal track record.
Part of the challenge in analysing PRY, then, is
working out what the past performance tells us about
the future. If you believe that PRY may repeat the
folly of the Symbion acquisition when opportunity
arises, then this would be a good place to halt the
analysis and look elsewhere.
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The pros
However, you could also take the view that PRY has
learnt the hard way, and after several years in rehab,
now has a healthy aversion to transformational,
debt-funded corporate transactions. If so, you could
consider the business on an incremental basis. In
other words, if we draw a line under Symbion and just
consider the economics of organic growth
subsequent to that transaction, what do we find?
We think that the story here is more promising.
Symbion’s main business is large-scale medical
centres, into which it has been investing significant
amounts of capital in recent years. The economics of
these centres are good, with healthy profit margins,
and revenues that build over time as a centre
matures. PRY has increased the number of these
centres from 45 in 2009 to 57 in 2012, and the newer
centres should fuel revenue growth for a number of
years to come.

Several years post the Symbion acquisition, PRY is
showing some clear signs of returning to good health,
and has given guidance for EPS growth of 20-25% for
FY13. We think that the market is still wary of the
company, perhaps unduly so. For the time being, we
are willing to give PRY the benefit of the doubt, and
hold it in both The Montgomery, and The Montgomery
[Private] Funds.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In pathology, PRY is squarely placed to benefit from
demographic change. Older patients have a far
higher intensity of usage of pathology services than
younger patients, and so an ageing population is a
strong tailwind. Similarly, diagnostic imaging and
health technology should benefit from favourable
market trends.
The cons
On the negative side, there is the debt. We dislike
debt, and PRY’s gearing remains high. However, it is
well within bank covenants, and the cash flows
supporting the debt are relatively stable. Provided the
underlying cause has been addressed (acute
acquisition), we can accept it. Also, if the
performance of the business continues to improve,
the debt will tend to magnify growth at the bottom
line, turning “steady” growth into something more
lively.
In many respects, PRY parallels the experience of
Wesfarmers – which destroyed significant
shareholder value on the overpriced Coles
acquisition, but has subsequently created value
through improving the performance of Coles; now a
strong retailer with an enviable market position.
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Gold loses its allure as a defensive asset
by JP Goldman
Gold bugs have had a rude shock in recent weeks,
with the price of their precious metal falling below
critical support levels. It begs the question: is the bull
market in gold over, or is this a good time to buy at
cheaper prices?
On a purely technical basis, now would seem to be
an especially dangerous time to be venturing into the
market – as the recent break down in price appears
quite serious.
Still off highs
Note for all the ongoing bullish talk in recent years,
the metal has not made a new price high since
touching $US1,900/ounce in September 2011. Since
then gold has tried and failed to make new highs,
though with each market retreat found support at
similar levels around $US1,550.Technically, this
pattern of lower highs but similar lows is known as a
“descending triangle” – and as we’ve seen – usually
warns of a serious downside break in the market.
That came with the drop in prices below previous
support levels of $US1,550. Prices have also dropped
below their 200-day moving average, and the next
major support is around $US1,300 – which
represents a 50% retracement from gold’s advance
from the lows of October 2008.
Gold prices touched a low of $1,321 last week. After
the $US1,300 level, the next support would be at
around $US1200 – or a 61.8% “Fibonacci
retracement” of the advance since late 2008.
Note a fall retracement to the lows of late 2008 would
push prices back to around $US700 – which is close
to its long-run average price in real terms in today’s
dollars (deflating by the US consumer price

Given the speed of the decline in recent weeks, the
market could consolidate or even try to re-test the
break of $US1550 in coming weeks/months. Should
that happen, however, it might be a good time for
long-term investors to consider lightening their
exposure – in the view of the apparent shift in trend
and more worrisome fundamentals.
The risks
Of course, with central banks in Europe, Japan and
the United States still printing cash, it might be
argued the long-run outlook for gold remains positive
– as inflation is surely to rise. Countering this view,
however, is the inconvenient truth that inflation in
developed markets has failed to rise all that much so
far – due to still high unemployment and cautious
spending and borrowing by both consumers and
business alike.Should inflation eventually rise,
moreover, one can’t discount the risk that central
banks (given their independence) would raise interest
rates and slow economic growth to keep prices in
check – as happened in the 1980s.
Higher interest rates and weaker demand – which
would likely also affect gold jewellery demand – is not
a great backdrop for expecting gold prices to zoom a
lot higher.
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Indeed, while there has been much focus on money
printing by developed economy central banks – part
of the reason for gold’s decline since 2011 seems to
reflect reduced consumption demand in emerging
countries such as
China and India. Economic growth in both China and
India has slowed in recent years, which together with
already very high gold prices, has undercut jewellery
demand.In a recent research paper, Amit Bhartia and
Matt Seto – analysts of fund manager GMO – noted
that Indian gold demand has eased since late 2011,
due to its weaker economy and new measures to limit
the trade deficit by clamping down on gold imports.
And after strong growth in 2010 and 2011, Chinese
gold demand fell in outright terms last year. Due to
ongoing strong credit growth, China’s economy also
faced troubles and its slowdown is by no means over.

circumstances.

The GMO authors conclude “gold prices not only
have extensive exposure to China and India, but their
exposure to these countries is pro-cyclical by nature.
Given both the cyclical and structural challenges the
Chinese and Indian economies are facing, we believe
the risks to gold prices today are particularly high.”

In short, gold is not necessarily the defensive asset
many imagine – as demand is still critically dependant
on the health of emerging economies like China and
India. And while it might provide a hedge against
escalating inflation, that scenario – and gold’s
effectiveness as a hedge in that eventuality – is by no
means assured.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
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Gold sector outlook – Ramelius and Regis
Resources
by James Dunn
When gold hit the skids in that alarming 48-hour
period last week – in which the yellow metal plunged
13% in two days – alarm would have shot through
more than one gold miner’s boardroom.

As cost inflation (the current bugbear of Australian
mining) and the prevailing gold price fluctuate, the
other side is that miners adjust the grade (proportion
of gold per tonne of ore) they mine.

That sickening near-$200 fall (from US$1,560 to
US$1,360) last week would have brought a queasy
feeling to the producers at the top end of the
Australian production cost curve, which independent
analyst Peter Strachan, of StockAnalysis, reckons
runs from about US$500 an ounce to as high as
$1300 an ounce, with an average of somewhere
around $800–$850 an ounce (at times when the
A$/US$ exchange rate diverges from parity, investors
would use the A$ cost of production, because that is
the currency in which the producers report).

Over the past decade, as gold prices have risen,
producers have deliberately lowered their gold ore
grades, says Dr. Sandra Close, director of gold
consulting company Surbiton. They used stockpiles of
lower-grade ore – which had become more economic
to produce – to blend in with the run-of-mine ore,
which increased their cash costs of production and
reduced the amount of gold they produced each
period. In this way, operations remain profitable while
optimising the life of the mine and extracting as much
gold from the deposit as possible.

High costs

If gold prices remain low, she says, the process can
be reversed – resulting in more higher-grade ore
being processed, increasing gold grades and
reducing cash costs.

Certainly gold’s mid-April tumble was not a good
experience for the producers considered high-cost,
which include the likes of Evolution Mining, Ramelius
Resources, Reed Resources, Norton Gold Fields,
Focus Minerals and Saracen Mineral Holdings.
A recent Bell Potter survey of 15 mid-tier Australian
producers showed that total production costs
averaged A$1,170 an ounce. The broker said five of
those 15 would be “marginal” at current prices.
For its part, JPMorgan reckons the Australian-listed
gold miners it covers have “all-in” production costs
(all costs related to running existing operations) of
between A$1,050–$1,130 an ounce. That does not
leave much margin.
The thing about gold margins is that miners alter what
they do in response to the gold price – which makes
looking at production costs on their own simplistic.
Other levers

Margin play
Companies will be doing everything they can to
improve their margins – or reassure the market that
their margins are fine, as St. Barbara Limited (which
mines gold in Western Australia, Papua New Guinea
and the Solomon Islands) did in a statement this
week. St. Barbara said: “Each of the company’s gold
operations have been reassessed in response to the
recent and significant decline in the gold price, and all
are expected to achieve satisfactory returns at current
gold prices (around US$1400 per ounce).” Expect to
see more of that kind of thing.
The other factor that is back in the market is hedging,
which fell out of favour over the long period of rising
prices. Companies were reluctant to hedge while
prices were rising, because it removed the upside. In
the wake of April’s price slump, suddenly the market
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is keener to talk about hedging. For example,
Evolution Mining has told the market it is partially
sheltered from the recent sharp drop in gold prices,
due to roughly 150,000 ounces hedged at A$1573 an
ounce. That is more than sufficient for the company to
see out the rest of this financial year.

taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

These are the kinds of company-specific factors that
investors will be focusing on, not just the “exposure”
they’re getting to gold.
Prospects
These company-specific factors can work in your
favour: if your fund is in accumulation phase, you can
use the leverage some smaller gold producers (and
project developers) have to a recovering gold price.
For example, Ord Minnett says the best high
margin/low-cost gold candidates are ABM Resources
(ABU), which is developing the high-grade Old Pirate
deposit in the Northern Territory; Beadell Resources
(BDR), which operates the Tucano mine in northern
Brazil; and Medusa Mining (MML), which began
producing at its high-grade, low-cost Co O mine in the
Philippines this year.
The broker also has buys on Western Australian
producer trio Saracen Mineral Holdings (SAR),
Ramelius Resources (RMS) and Northern Star
Resources (NST); Sumatra Copper & Gold (SUM),
which is developing its Tembang project in Indonesia;
as well as St Barbara (SBM).
Local (WA and NSW) miner Regis Resources (RRL)
could also be worth a look, as a low-cost ($515 an
ounce last half-year) – but low-grade – operator that
has flagged a dividend payment this financial year; as
could Perth-based Troy Resources (TRY), which
owns producing mines in Brazil and Argentina, and is
taking over Guyana-based explorer Azimuth, which
has some high-potential properties in that country.
If you think gold will rise, some of these stocks could
be worth a small allocation. For added comfort,
Medusa Mining and Northern Star Resources pay
dividends, while Ramelius Resources expects to pay
a maiden dividend next financial year.
Important: This content has been prepared without
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Fundie’s favourite – Morphic on Crocs
(Nasdaq:CROX)
by Jack Lowenstein
How long have you held the stock?
We just initiated the position, so less than a month.
What do you like about it?
Crocs is a rehabilitated former high-flier, which we
identified through Morphic’s proprietary screening
process. Crocs’ hugely successful brightly coloured
clogs made it a household name in the
mid-noughties. Investors piled into the growth story
but found out the hard way that ubiquitous fads do
eventually face a backlash (as Apple seems to be
facing today). After five years of extraordinary sales
growth, Crocs stumbled in 2008.
The share price tumbled and many investors walked
away, vowing never to return. Since then, Crocs has
been quietly executing an astonishing transformation.
Sales have almost doubled since they bottomed out
post-bubble in 2009 and are now close to one-third
higher than their previous peak. Today, traditional
clogs account for less than 50% of sales as the
company has successfully diversified into other
casual footwear products.
Crocs generates almost as much revenue from Asia
as it does from its domestic American market. Given
that it has been close to five years since Crocs fell
from grace, we believe it is time for investors to start
paying more attention to the turnaround story.
How is it better than its competitors?
Crocs outclasses its competition in three respects.
First, its brand awareness is phenomenal,
comparable to brands such as Nike and Converse,
which have much larger marketing budgets. Second,
the company earns a class-leading return on equity of
over 23% on the back of its brand, pricing power and

Third, Crocs is extremely cheap compared to its
peers. Crocs trades at a forward price earnings
multiple of about 10 times – a discount of 50% to its
peers. This gap should close over time as Crocs
continues to execute its transformation.
What do you like about its management?
Management has made all the right strategic moves,
capitalising on its strong brand by expanding into
adjacent product and geographical markets.
Furthermore, executives seem to have learned a
lesson from boom times and are now much more
conservative in their guidance, providing more scope
for upside surprises. Finally, as you would expect of
an undervalued but highly cash generative company,
management has also been fairly aggressive in
buying back shares.
What is your target price?
Our target price is US$21.00 per share, or
approximately 14 times expected earnings for 2013.
At what point would you sell it?
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At Morphic, we look at both fundamental and
momentum factors in deciding when to close
positions, so it is tricky to provide one single sell
price. As long as earnings and price momentum were
moving in our favour, we would expect to stay in the
position until we felt that the price had run
significantly ahead of fair value.
How much has it added to your overall portfolio
over the last 12 months?
Having just entered the position, we are up modestly.
Is it a liquid stock?
Yes, on average more than $US20 million worth of
Crocs shares changes hands each day.
Where do you see the value?
The value in Crocs lies in investors recognising that it
has closed the door on its former woes. Management
is doing a great job in executing its strategy and, in
our view, it is only a matter of time before the tide of
new (and returning) investors pulls Crocs out of its
valuation trough. At the same time, given the frothy
market for leveraged buyouts in the United States, we
also see a takeover as a long odds catalyst.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Western Australia and residential property
by Penny Pryor
The CommSec State of the States report, released on
Monday, highlights the strength of the Western
Australian economy. The state’s economic growth –
as measured by state final demand plus exports
minus imports – was 37% higher than the
decade-average level of output and second only to
the Northern Territory, which was 44%.
Western Australia had the highest retail trade growth
for the December quarter, where spending was
25.5% above decade average levels.
It also boasts the highest equipment spending and
population growth and was second only to the
Northern Territory in construction work growth.
Western Australia’s growth is obviously attributable
to its exposure to mining but despite talk of a slow
down in the sector, economists like CommSec’s
Craig James are forecasting the state’s growth to
continue for at least the rest of this year.
For residential property that means continued strong
growth in areas like inner Perth houses. House prices
have been growing here at a rate of 7.6% per annum
for the past 10 years and are forecast to grow at over
6% per annum for the next five years as well. The
median house price is over $1 million and yields are

solid at almost 4%, with strong increases in rent over
the past 12 months. At $770, rent for inner Perth
houses is higher than average rents for inner Sydney
houses, which were $725 in February.
Perth units are not forecast to grow as strongly as
houses in the area, but have still been enjoying solid
growth over the past decade and are offering a higher
yield, which is attractive to the investor. The average
rent for Perth units in February was $440, which is
higher than the $375 average for inner/north west
units in Melbourne.
In the electoral district of Perth, over 60% of dwellings
were houses, as at the last census, and 21.7% were
flats, units or apartments. There was also a higher
than average percentage of residents renting, at
35.9%, compared with 29.6% for the nation as a
whole.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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SMSFs and the argument for business real property
by Tony Negline
SMSFs have a very powerful story for anyone
wanting to invest in commercial, retail and industrial
property.

BRP often doesn’t include property used partly for
running a business and partly for residential
purposes.

You get tax concessions when you make super
contributions; tax concessions on investment
earnings; your fund can invest in business premises if
that’s what you want to do; capital gains are only
taxed at 10% and, if you structure the sale transaction
right, you might pay no CGT when you sell the asset,
when paying a pension from your fund.

For example, suppose an SMSF owns a retail shop
and above the shop is a small flat, which is zoned
residential and is therefore rented out accordingly.
It’s unlikely that an SMSF would be deemed to be
running a residential property rental business so this
particular property probably won’t satisfy the
requirement to be used wholly and exclusively by one
or more businesses.

These facts make SMSFs very attractive for anyone
running their own business, especially when they
want the super fund to own the premises where they,
or their relatives, run their business.

As a result, such a property can’t be leased to the
SMSF’s members, their relatives or companies,
trusts or partnerships that any of these people
control.

The rules
Exceptions
The ‘in-house assets’ test restricts how the trustees,
members, their relatives and other entities they
control (such as trusts, companies or partnerships)
can use the money in a super fund for their own
purposes. In general terms, only 5% of the market
value of a super fund’s assets can be used by these
people.

The above restriction doesn’t apply to farmers. An
SMSF can own a farm and lease it to the member,
i.e., the farmer, as long as no more than two hectares
of the land contains a dwelling that is used for private
or domestic purposes. The predominant purpose of
the entire rural property can’t be for private or
domestic purposes.

However, this 5% restriction doesn’t apply to an
SMSF that owns “business real property” that is
leased to anyone – including the trustees, members,
their relatives and so on.

Subject to all these restrictions, small businesses can
use their SMSF monies to own their business
premises.

What is business real property (BRP)?

Useful mechanism

BRP is a freehold or leasehold interest in real
property, that is, land and buildings, and any interest
in Crown land (other than leasehold interest), which is
capable of assignment or transfer. The property
needs to be used wholly or exclusively in one or more
businesses.

This is a handy way for a business to gain access to
cash or expand into larger premises. For example,
suppose a business owns their current offices, which
are worth $250,000. The business owners also have
an SMSF, which has $400,000 in it. The business
needs bigger premises but it doesn’t have the cash
to buy the new place outright, or expand the existing
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premises, and doesn’t really have the cash flow to
support any new borrowings for either of these
options.
There are a couple of alternatives available. The
business owners could sell their current premises to
someone else and have the super fund acquire newer
larger premises. In this way, the business would
generate some additional funds.
Alternatively, the business owners could sell their
business premises to the SMSF and use the
remaining funds in the SMSF to expand the premises.
Any lease arrangement between a trustee and a
related business must be done at arm’s length. The
SMSF trustee must make sure the arrangement is
documented in the same way that commercial
property leases are done in the local area. This would
need to include the provisions for a market rent, for
regular rental reviews, for late or no payment
penalties and so on.
The trustee must be prepared to enforce its rights
(including imposing penalties) in exactly the same
way they would if an unrelated business was leasing
the property. The conflict of interest for an SMSF
trustee in these circumstances is pretty obvious and
it’s common for trustees to miss rental reviews and
allow their related businesses too much slack when it
comes to paying rent on time.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Question – buying assets from a family member
by Tony Negline
Q: My daughter is in the process of selling the unit
where she now lives to move to a bigger house. I
want to buy the property at market value outright with
the pension fund of my SMSF, which I jointly hold
with my wife. It will form part of our portfolio in the
SMSF and we will rent it through an agent at market
value to a third party not related or known to us. Am I
doing this within the rules of the SMSF?
A: Thank you for your question, however
unfortunately the answer is quite short.
The super laws don’t allow you to acquire a
residential property from the relative of a member.
Unfortunately this means your transaction isn’t
allowed.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Did you know?
Here at Switzer Super Report, we're about to start a new section called My SMSF. We want to talk to you - our
readers - about what you're doing with your fund.
We want to know what you're investing in, what technical issues you're dealing with and what you love, or don't
love, about running your own self-managed superannuation fund.
If you are interested in talking to us, please let me know at subscriber@switzer.com.au and we'll contact you.
We want to share your experience with readers but of course understand if you prefer to share on a first-name
basis only too. Either way, please get in touch!
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